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INTRODUCTION 

·Joint venture·· is a term used to describe a form of 

international long-term cooperation, and the Joint venture 

agreement (hereinafter referred to as .. JVA'") l.!. a contract 

which embodies the will and intention of the parties 

engaged in such cooperation. 

One of the characteristics cf international econ ~:011c 

relations is that, from time to time. they crear.e nei.. 

forms of internati~nal cooperation and thereby necessitate 

the creation of new C<,ritractual arrangements. Suen new 

contractual ar·rangements become new types of contracts 

with the~r own problems, principles, solutions and rules. 

Joint ventures came into being after the Second World War 

as a new form of foreis~ investments. Already, before the 

Second World War, it was a standard practice that enter

prises from developed countries invtsted assets into nther 

aeveloped or Jevelop1n9 countries. However, most of these 

investments were maae without any local partne,..s. They 

were. hundred per cent foreign owned investmentz. 

After the Second World War investors from developed coun

tries, before investing into new arid independent develo

ping countries, started to search for local partners. Such 

partners were suddenly considered as an a!set in establi

shing new bus:a.ne~$8S in foreign countries, since they 

could better solve local problem~ and they COt.ild give a 

local image to a foreign investor. On the other hand. 
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local entrepreneurs were eager to acquire foreign capital, 

know-how and technical skills, which foreign investors 

were ready to bring with them and which would enable them 

to start faster new and more profitable inaustrial under

t'ik1n9s. 

Thus, ~il the ingredients for a successful start of a new 

form_ of international economic cooperation were there. 

Starting from the early fifties until today, joint ven

tures became a more and more used tool for foreign inve·st

ment into productive capacities of developing countries. 

At the same time, the very success of this form of inter

national economic cooperation brought ;iew proclems and 

doubts. Some Joint ventures turned out not to be as bene

f1c1al for developing countries as expected. Some JVA 

were considered as one-sided in favor of foreign partners 

and too expensive for local participants. Local investors 

started to feel that, when all the profits, management and 

license fees and other expenses are put together, they are 

pa·{lng ~oo mucr. and over too long a period tor what they 

receive through a Joint venture arrangement. 

Joint ventures, as a form of international economic coope

ration, started to be questioned as a vehicle for indus

trial development of develo1;nn9 countries. At tl"'1e same 

time, international practice of Joint ventures as well as 

the JVA, became obJects of intensified studies. 

During the last two decades, in many international for~ it 

was pointed out that develop1,,9 countnes do not have 

enough e>tper1 lll!nr~ 1 ,, n~got1at1n9 such arr-ang.sments, wh~ le 

transnat1onaJ cor-porat1onz, which became the aest kn"wn 
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and the largest international foreign investor. mastered 

the techniques and skills of negotiating and structuring 

of Joint ventures. 

In this situation. many international bodies. primarily 

various agencies of the United Nations, stepped in and a 

long and tedious process of elucidation and exposing of 

various aspects of fc ·eign investment practice has started 

to grow. This process is not yat finished. 

The reason why this process is not yet completed is the 

fact that Joint venture. as a form of international long

term economic cooperation, has shown itself to be a very 

res1 l ient instrument. In spite of al 1 the criticism and 

doubts, in the field of international economic coope

ration, tnere is no subs ti tu te for JO int ventures. If 

parties from different countries wish truly to Join their 

forces in starting a new indusl.rial production, lf they 

truly wish to combine their efforts by linking their 

r~sks, they do not have today a better instrument than to 

form a Joint ~enture. All other forms of cooperation, like 

for example, 11cens1ng, long-~erm industrial cooperation, 

subcontra::t1 ng etc. are forms in whic'h the risk of the 

participants is not really coupled to such a degree as it 

can be achieved through a Joint vrnture arrangement. 

Tcese are the reasons r-.hy a contl.nuat1on of studies of 

various aspects of Joint venture arrangements a~d agree· 

ments is ne~essary and desirable. For these reasons, UNIDO 

has decided to continue with publications dealing with 

this problem The present document ~s meant to be a con

tribution in this direction. 

1-, 
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WHAT IS ~ "JOINT VENTURE" ? 

The term ··joint venture·· is not used consistently in 

ir.ternational business t.erminology. The plain meaning of 

the term ··venture'" means an undertaking involving chance, 

risk or danger. The term ··joint venture·· mear.s a ·Joint 

undertaking··, and parties in international business trans

act,_ons tend to descr·ibe different kinds of their Joint 

efforts to achieve a common aim, as a ··joint venture ... 

Thus, for example, the term ··Joint venture"' is very often 

used in civil engineering, construction, building, and 

equipment supply industries. Contractors, who decide to 

JOi_n their forces for a limited period of time in order to 

Jointly build a plant, of ten call their agreement a ·· JVA"' 

l somet.1mes also referred to as .. consortium agreement·· l. 

The name "joint venture" in the construction industry does 

not in itself reveal the different types of possible 

internal relations of the parties who have concluded it. 

Internal relations of parties in such ··Joint venture 

agreements" are basically of two different types: one 

type 1s created on the basis of complete pooling of funds 

under a unified leadership with Joint and severol liabili

ty toward the client, while the other type, is an arrange

ments where every participant works for himself, although 
I 

they 11ave also underta~en Joint and severral l iab111 ty 

towar-d tt·.e ellent. Such joint. ventures are f:ormed throug~ 
a contr-act and they are ther-eforo sometimes ~efer-red to as 

"contractual JO:tn~. 11entures". 
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However. regardless of the type the parties decided to 

create. such Joint ventures are formed only for a limited 

period of time. namely only until the proJect for which 

the venture was formed. t\as not been completed. At the 

same time. such Joint ventures do not become legal enti

ties and. as a rule. are not even registered in any public 

register. They exist as long as the contract which crea

ted them remains in force. As soon as such a contract is 

terminated, the Joint venture disappears. In many Juris

dictions such associations are simply considered as par

tnerships. 

"Joint ventures·· which are subJect of our study are of a 

different character. Such .. Joint ventures·· were until 

recently referred to as ·'direct foreign investments.. or 

only "foreign investments ... Although these terms are still 

today correct. they ha\e fallen out of use because these 

days foreign inv~stments into developing countries are i~ 

most cases made with a local partner and nol any longer so 

often by foreign investors alone. 

Consequently, we may describe a Joint venture in the field 

of foreign investments, to have the fol lowing characte· 

In the first place, a .. Jo1nt venture" in the field of 

foreign i nve::.tments is a !_ong::-Jer!!I ~.r.r~!'."!9~lfl~..D~. Such Joint 

ventures usual 1 y have a 11 fe span of between 10 and 30 

years. Sometimes, parties do not even provide a time l1m1t 

for the duration of their contracts. The assumption under 

which these Joint ventures are sometimes established l!: 

that the parties will Jointly run an undertaking for as 

long as the venture is viable. 
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In the second place. the ··Joint ventura·· arrangement 

itself is only a framework for a much wider cooperation in 

four different aspects. namely,: 

ll) in the e_~rtnership aspect; 

(2) in the inc_~oration aspect of the whole arrangement. 

and 

t3) ln the field of transfer of technology. 

{4} in the field of service~ which one partner may under 

take for the Joint venture. 

Joint ventures in the area of foreign investments, imply 

the creation of a new legal entity by incorporation of the 

partnership which was established through the JVA. The 

new incorporated body has an existence of its own, apart 

from the Joint venture contract which made the basis for 

its creation. Therefore, such JOint ventures are somet~mes 

called ··incorporated Joint ventures", in contrast to the 

· cor.trac tual lOint ·,,entures" which are practlsed in the 

field of construction. 

Moreover, JVA very often consist of a "package" of various 

contracts, since J01nt ventures are usually made when 

there is a need for new technology. Therefore, transfer 

of technology contracts and variou~ other types of service 

contracts which may accompany an incorporated Joint ven

ture, make the legal structure of joint ventures even more 

complex. 
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We shall later in this clOcument deal separately with each 

of these four different aspects of Joint ventures. 

As a consequence of indiscriminate usage of the term 

··Joint venture··. one should be careful to identify in 

practice exactly the type of the joint venture in ques

tion. In further discussions. unless we specify other

wise. our reference to ··joint ventures·· shall mean the 

Joint venture in the forei3n investment field and not in 

the construction field. 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF JOINT VE1HURES 

The practice of international economic cooperation knows 

several distinct -ypes of of foreign trade contracts. Such 

contracts may be in ti1e field of international trade, 

international construction, international long-term indu

strial cooperation, foreign investment, transfer of tecn

noiogy, etc. All such contracts have different rules and 

pr i nc1ples. Therefore, it is v::iry important to identify 

the contractual type into which an intended business 

arrangement will fall. 

All contracts have a legal environment into which they 

have to fit. Some contracts are more "international" than 

the others. For example, an international sales 'trans

action may barely ~e concerned with domestic legislation 
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of the exporting or of the importing country. An interna

tional construction contract will pr-obably be closer to 

the domestic legislation of the country where the works 

are being executed than an import sales contract into that 

country. 

However, it is a feature of foreign investment contracts, 

that they are very deeply connected with the legisla t1on 

of the host country. Not only that such contracts have to 

be made in accordance with the rules and regulations 

provided in the local le91slat1on for such contracts, but 

the future Joint venture enterprise will be located on the 

territory of the host country and will, therefore, be 

entirely subJect to the rules and regulations of that 

country. 

HS a consequence of such close ties of Joint venture 

agreements and operations of Joint venture uni ts with 

local legislation, attention has to be drawn to areas of 

law to which Joint venture arrangements have to pay atten-

tion. 

We shall, therefore, try to ident1 f·t the legal framework 

of Joint ventures, depending on the area of law which may 

ce ~ppl1cable to such arrangements. 

JVA~ have to pay attention to the rules contained in the 

following r.at1onal a1·eas of la:.,: 
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JVA is a contract and therefore such agreements fall under 

the applicable national laws which regulate contracts. 

National contract laws 01· ··codes of obligations··, as they 

are often called, have, as a rule, a general part and a 

special part. General parts usually contain general rules 

app.icable to all contracts which are subJect to that law, 

like, for example, rules on formation of contracts, autho

r1 ty to conclude contracts, mistakes in making contracts, 

penalties, damages, payment of interest, statute of limi

tation, etc. Special parts contain rules on the rights and 

obligations of parties which conclude spec1f ic contracts. 

Such specific contracts are then regulated in detail in 

such codes. 

For example, the contract on sale of goods is usually the 

most detailed contract contained in various national laws. 

National codes contain also extensive rules on ·,1ar1ous 

other types of contracts like, for example, tenancy, 

contract of work, agency, mandate, lease, surety, etc. 

The above described system of national codes is such that, 

fer the contracts which are nominated in them, they con

tain specific rules on the rights and obligation~ of 

parties in such contracts. However, they de not cc.ntain 

any specific rules on ri~nts and obligations of the par

ties in contracts which are "new" and which came into use 

only after the code was enacted and are, therefore, not 

even mentioned in such codes. However, even such new 

contracts are subJect to the rules applicable to all 

contracts as contained 1n special parts of 

codes. 
the national 

' 
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That means that all contracts. regardless whether they are 

nominated in the national codes or not. fall under the 

provisions of a national code. 

Contracts on Joint ventures are of a recent origin. Some 

forty years ago they were hardly known to exist. This is 

one of the reasons why most national codes do not contain 

any specific rules for such contracts. The other reason 

is that many countries have enacted special legislation 

for Joint venture agreements, providing in such legisla

tion elaborate rules for such contracts. 

The fact is. that the rules on the rights and obliqations 

of the parties in a Joint venture agreement are not conta

ined in national codes on contracts, although 5uch con

tracts fall, along with all other contracts, under the 

general part of national contract laws or codes. 

There is a noticeable tendency in daveloping countries to 

regulate JVAs throu9t1 special laws and through various 

administrative regulations. Many countr1es ~ave enacted 

special legislation regarding forEngn investments. Such 

special laws con'.ain rules on the special cond1 t1ons under 

which a JVA may be concluded, administrative procedure for 

registration of such contracts, approvals of state admini

strat1ve organs necessary to be obtained for such con

tracts to enter into force, rights and duties of foreign 

investors, of domestic partners, etc. The $ame is. true 

very often also for the transfer of technology contracts. 
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The purpose of such legislation was manyfold. On the one 

hand, the rules were shaped in order to protect the dome 

tic partner from excessive demands of foreign partners. 

and to secure a certain degree of control over foreign 

capital investments into their national economies. 

On the other hand, such laws were also meant to be of help 

to foreign investors, since tt.ey have usually consolidated 

in one act the whole regulatory area of interest for the 

status of a foreign investor and technology supplier in 

that country. Furthermore, the whole field of JVA and 

transfer of technology agreements was contained in one act 

for each area, and they were thus easily accessible to all 

the interested parties. 

!._~Company_~-~ 

As a rule. a JVA will be fellowed by ln~~rporation of an 

enterprise or a company in the country where it will be 

registered 3nd established. Such re91stration may be 

effected in a country only in accord~nce with the provi

sions of the local company law. 

Sim: larl y, the l nternal manasement structure of the new 

compa ,y, the type of the company, the position and rights 

of shareholders, the rights of managers, the operation of 

the company, as well as many other question~. will all be 

regulated by the relevant national company laws. 
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(d) Taxatior aws 

The newly established company, as well as the foreign and 

local investors, will have to pay taxes in accordance with 

the taxation laws of the country of incorporation, while 

the foreign investor ~ill also have to pay taxes on pro

f 1 ts transferred to his country of origin or to another 

country in accor~ance with the competent taxation law. 

~Foreign exchange laws 

The incorporated company will exist and work on the terri

tory of the local partner. Therefore. this company will in 

all respects be subJect to the laws of the country where 

it was incorporated and where it has its seat. including 

to its foreign exchange laws. Therefore. the whole foreign 

exchange regime, including transfer of profits abroad. 

transfer of the invested capital, will be subJect to sucn 

laws. 

Whatever was statad under (e) above. is also true for the 

whole field of labor relations, customs, immigration. 

accounting and reporting, etc. 

Foreign investments. in relation to other types of commer

cial transactions. have a peculiarity. Namely, in certain 

cases foreign investments could fall under the scope of 

international law. If that happens, governments will take 

over the case of their citizens and pursue the matter in 

r 
( 

f 
t 
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direct negotiations with foreign 90.,,ernaaents. If govern

ments reach an agreement on the issue, they will arrange 

for a mutual ce>laP8nsat1on of agreed daaages and/or of 

nationalized property, and the respective government will 

later compensate its citizens with the proceeds received 

from the foreign govern11ent. 

It is an established rule of international law. that 

countries have the right to intervene in orde~ to protect 

their c1 tizens against acts of foreign governments. if 

citizens need such protection. This rule was extended by 

developed countries in the 19th century als~ to situations 

when the propert·, of their citizens was taken away as 

re~ult of an act of nationalization or expropriations of a 

forPign government. 

As a result of these historical developments, it is clai

med, that modern international law contains rules whereby 

states can protect their citizens against taking away cf 

their property, as well as certain rules on the duty of 

9overnments to pay a prompt, effective and adequate com

pensation. The existence of these rules is not alwavs 

readily recognized by some developing countries. 

CODE OF CONDUCT OF TRANSNATIONAL CORPORA

TIONS 

Elaboration of a Code of Conduct for Transnational Corpo-, 

rations was initiated in the early 1970 ties. The actual 

,--
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work of the Code has started in 1974. By the end of 1987 

the work on the Code was not yet completed although most 

of the provisions were agreed upon. However. some impor

tant provisions remained unresolved. 

Among unresolved provisions are al so the provisions dea-

1 ing with the rules of international law on nationali

zation and compensation. aefini ti.on of a transnational 

corporation. treatment of transnational corp~rat1ons (non

d1scr1m1nation.. of foreign Cl tizens and .. national treat

ment··). and a few other provisions. 

It is unfortunate that in spite of so many resolved 

issues. the remaining few open questio:is could not be 

agreed upon. An agreement on the Code would undoubtedl·i 

have a beneficial influence on the whole investment cli

mate in the Worlo today. 

REASONS AND MOTIVE~ FOR JOINT VENTURES 

In a JVA, there are a~tually four ?art1es, of which two 

parties (foreign investor and local partner) are directl~ 

and contractually 1 nvol ved. while tne other two par ties 

(host Government and the Government of the fore19n ir ~est

or) are involved only indirectly. Nevertheless, each of 

these four parties has its own interest and reasons in 

promoting the Joint venture. 

From the point of view of the ~Qm_e_~tlJ; investor (local 

partner), the following reasons can be poi~ted out: 
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- establishment of Joint risk with a foreign investor in a 

particular undertaking; 

possibility of acquiring new technology for new and 

better products; 

- securing of a permanent presence and involvement of the 

foreign investor in improvements of the product and in 

the increase of productivity; 

obtainment of more marketing expertise and possible 

opening of foreign markets; 

- training of laborers and of the management; 

- acquisition of new funds for research and development; 

From the point of view of the foreign_J[IVe?_~~!", t!"le follo

wing reasons could be pointed out: 

- possibility of acquiring new markets and thus increas1n9 

profits; 

- possibility to minimize involvement and exposur·e as a 

foreign business interest through associatio1 with a lccal 

partner and thus obtaining a better pos1t1on on the local 

market; 

- possib1l1ty of lessening of political risks by taking a 

local partner; 
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- achievement of easier contacts with the host Government 

through a local partner; 

- achievement of easier labor relations; 

engagement of capable local managers which can be 

trained and also used in other subsidiaries; 

- possibility of obtaining special incentives from the 

host Government in different areas and thereby incre 

asing the value of its investment without actually 

paying for such incentives. 

From the point of view of the host Gover~men~. the follow

ing reasons can be pointed out: 

contribution of foreign risk capital (hard currene;y) 

into its economy and cor.sequent development. of its own 

industry with the help of foreign risk capital and not 

through domestic or foreign loans; 

- provision of new technology to its economy; 

access to new plants, machinery and eq~1pment, raw 

materials, compo~ents; 

- mana9ement of Join~ risks, including Joint management of 

export promotion and sales on foreign markets with 

improvements in the balance of payments; 

- easier acces~ to foreign exchange; 

r 
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development of domestic enterpreneurial skill and 

potential; 

increased employment potential and increase in employ 

ment opportunities; 
~trengthening of the industrial base and of the export 

poter.tial; 

- continued growth of domestic economy. 

From the point of view of the investor•s home pountr~L the 

following reasons cou~d be pointed out: 

- expansion of own industries into foreign markets; 

- better balance of foreign ~rade incomes; 

- wider markets for ow~ industry and more political influ

ence. 

As we can see, all the parties involved in a Joint venture 

undertaking are interested to see that such Joint ven

tures take place and that they develop into successful 

cusiness undertakings. 

RECENT TRENDS IN THE FIELD OF JOINT 

VENTURES 
In the period after the Second World War it wa$ obvious 

that direct foreign investment$ with 100% foreign owner-

r 
I 
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ship is ~1v1ng way to combined foreign and local invest

raent. This trend was particularly visible in developing 

countries. 

Due to the novelty of Joint ventures as a new for of doing 

business and to the relative inexperience of negotiators 

from developing countries in negotiating such contracts. 

it became more and more usual that these types of con

tracts were heavily regulated by local laws and regula

tic.ns. Developing countries started to enact elaborate 

laws regulating the whole field of foreign investments and 

prescribing sometimes detailed rules for such contracts. 

Joint venture arrangements usually involved also transfer 

of technology which was regulated in separate but connec

ted agreements. In order tc influence the restrictive 

practices which owners of technology applied and requested 

through such contracts. developing countries started to 

regulate through their own laws pr1nc1ples of such con-

tracts. 

As a result of regulatory practices, it is usuai today 

that JVA. as well as transfer of technology agreements, 

are heavily under influence of local legislation of deve

loping countries. Many develot=-ing countries have enacted 

special fore19n ir~estment laws as well as spe~1al trans

fer of technology laws. These laws contain basic princi

ples and conditions under which a foreign investment can 

be made as well as conditions for conclusion of tr•nsfer 

of technology agreements. In recent years, due to lack of 

loan capital, a trend toward softening of the conditions 

and requirements for ~ueh contracts has been noted. 

Foreign investment law~ contain more and more incentives 
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for foreign investors. while the transfer of t.echnolog.,.

laws contain less severe conditions for such agreements_ 

Al though more a,,d more countries have enacted JOint ven

ture laws anti regulations. these contracts in many coun

tries remain politically controversial. As a consequence 

··foreign investment climate .. in many countries is still 

not inductive to Joint ventures_ Nevertheless, many of 

those countries which have created a stable and positive 

environment for foreign investment have greatly benefited 

from increased influx of foreign capital and technology_ 

DEVELOPMENT OF A JOINT VENTURE 

RELATIONSHIP 

In many instances a Joint venture is created aft.er the: 

parties have already known each other for some t1me 

th.-cugh t.he1r business relations. In such cases a Joint 

venture is the end result. of successful ancs compatible 

re!at1onsh1p in which the parties have Jointly come to the 

conclusion that, by Joining their forces and their know

lea;e. they could inJect a new dimension into their rela

tionship. It is often thought that such JOlnt ·.1entur·es 

have an advantage over Joint ventures where the parties do 

not know each other before they conclude a JVA. 

In any case, parties who wish to make a Joint venture have 

to devote attention to the economic viability of their 

intentions before they actually proceed to create a J01nt 

venture. In this respect it 1s usual that the parties 

undertake to elaborate a feasibility study which will take 
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into account all the relevant factors and elements for the 

creation. operation and existenc~ of the Joint ventur3. 

A feasibility study may be undertake in several stages in 

order to save costs. Thus, for example, parties may wish 

to elaborate, first, a pre-feasibility study, which shall 

examine only certain basic questions of possible future 

Joint venture. If such a pre-feasibility study shows that 

a future Joint venture would give negative results, there 

would be no need to elaborate a costly feasibility study. 

if the pre-feasibility study gives positive results, 

parties may decide to continue with more thorough studie$. 

Elaboration of a true feasibility study is essential for 

every Joint venture. Such a feasibility study will show 

all the essential elements of the future Joint venture 

from economic, financial, technical and sometimes al :> 

from the legal side. A feasibility study ~ill answer many 

essential questions concerning the future cooperation, ana 

in particular, it will show the capital requirements, 

nature of expected investments from respective part1e:., 

transfer of technology requiremen~s. acceptabie 

debt/equity ratio, raw material requirements, rat~ ot 

return expectations, etc. 

Although, existence of a feasibility study, h0wever con-

5cientiously made, cannot be a guarantee fo,· a safe fu

ture, it nevertheless represents the most what the parties 

can do in order to foresee the v1ab1lity of the intended 

Joint venture and to dim1n1sh unexpected surprises in the 

future. 
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In many countries elaboration of a feasibility study is 

also required by the authorities for approval of JVA. 

If the feasibility study gives positive results, parties 

usually start to negotiate the JVA. 

NEGOTIATION PROCESS 

Negotiations for conclu~ion of a JVA usually take a long 

time, because there are many issues which have to be 

solved before an agreement can be signed. A JVA is 

usually a long document, consisting often of several 

sep~rate but interrelated contracts, which cover in 

details all aspects of the future relations of partners 

within the JOint venture. 

Although all JVA are similar in their basic legal struc

ture, because all of them cover the same issues, there are 

no general conditions for such agreements like there are 

for other types of agreeffient~ in international trade 

transactions. The reason for th1s is the fact that every 

Joint venture has man·1 issues whi are unique. Many of 

such issues depend on specific requirements of national 

legislation where the Joint venture will be incorporated 

and where it will have its seat. The1·efore, it is impos

sible to draft gene..-al conditions which could be appl i

cable to all of them. 
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Preliainary agrea.ents 

Because the negotiation process is long. there are often 

instances that the parties wish to make and sign some 

preliminary documents 1n which they put in writing the 

points on which they have agreed up to that point of time. 

Such documents are variedly ent1 tled Letters of Intent. 

Heads .f Agreement. Preliminary Agreements, Memoranda of 

Understanding. Protocols or similar. 

The basic legal question in connection with such documents 

is, whether· they are binding or not. The answer to this 

question depends to a great extend on the intention of the 

parties, on the wording of the document, and on the legal 

system accordi.ng to whi.ch the document is to be in~cr-

preted. 

Parties, ;.ometimes, make a comm1 tment to enter intc a 

b1nd1n9 contract at a 

agree or ·contracts 

legal systems (common 

later time. Such "agreements to 

tc make a contract·· are in ~ome 

law) generally not considered as 

binding. In civil law Jurisdictions the approach is some

times different. There are J~risdict1ons where an "agree

ment to agree" shall be considered binding lf it contains 

all the elements necessary for the second agreement. 

Sometimes parties make an agreement "subJect to formal 

contract". In common law JUrisdl.ctions it was very ofter. 

held that such arrangements are not binding. However, it 

is considered that the courts may Judge whether the par

ties have really intended the conclusion of a formal 

agreement to be the cond1 ti on for the contract, or the'f 

have merely expressed only a desire to make such a formal 

agreement without it being essential for existence of the 
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contract. However, if the parties made an arrangement and 

statad that the arrangement is valid .. subJect to con

tract". it is generally considered that they did not 

intend to be legally bound by that arrangement. 

Part.;.es, sometimes, issue the so called ''letters of in

tent" on which they act, pending preparat1on of a formal 

contract. Al though there is yet no clear authority in 

common law on the precise meaning of such arrangements, it 

LS sta~ed that it would be open to the courts to consider 

parties bound by such letters. especially if the parties 

had acted on those terms for a long period of time or if 

they had expended considerable sums of money in reliance 

on them. Contrary to this, in $Orne countries (for example 

in Japan) a letter of intent usually contains a binding 

agreement on the terms contained in such a letter - fur

tr.er negotiations will b~ necessary only on parts net 

agreed upon in such letter of intent. 

~s we can see, if the parties d1d not ax~ress them3elves 

clearl·,r during negotiations, the courts may· be put in a 

pos1t1on to interpret their behavior. Suen interpretat1cn 

shall be made in such cases in accordance with the law 

applicable to that relationship and such laws, being 

different, may bring entirely different results from what 

the par ties rea11·,.- k ished to achieve and what they have 

expected. 

Fore19n 1nvest~ent (joint venture) contracts and transfer 

of technology 'contracts are very often concluded under 
' 

.. cond1 t1ons precedent". Such cond1 tions postpone the 
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entering into force of the contract until the cond1 tion 

agreed as "precedent- was not fulfilled. 

Licenses are often necessary for importation of certain 

goods. and approvals may be required either by govern

mental authorities or management organs. In all such cases 

parties wish to complete negotiations by signing a con

tract. but do not wish to bind themselves definitely or 

are not by law al lowed to bind themselves before the 

receipt of necessary licenses or approvals. 

In such cases, parties may sign a contract and agree that 

the contract shall enter into force only after they obtain 

the ~ecessary licenses or approval~. Such conditions are 

in common law called "conditions precedent .. and in c1v1l 

In such cases, although 

parties have signed a contract, they are really not 

obliged to perform l t unless and unt11 the condition i:; 

fulfilled, i.e. until they obtain the necessary license or 

approval_ However, in such cases parties ma·y· not refuse 

the fulfillment cf the contract for any other reason 

except the one for which they have agreed to be the condi

tion. i...lkewise, parties are obliged to ~eek the approval 

in good faith and could not use the approval procedure for 

their own benefit in order to avoid the performance of the 

contract wh1~h they have signed. 

For example, in ;oint venture and transfer of technology 

contracts parties sign and conclude contracts al though 

they d1d not receive all the necessary licenses or appro-

vals to enter into such contracts. In such cases 

obta1nement of a 11cen~e is a condition for entering into 

force of the JVA. 
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Another type of condition which is known. but little used 

in Joint ventures and transfer of technology agreements. 

are the so called .. conditions subsequent .. (in common law) 

or .. resolutory conditions·· {in civil law). These condi

tions allow the parties to terminate a valid contract if a 

condition .. subsequent" was not fulfilled. For example. 

parties may agree that the contract shal '! be val id from 

the moment it is signed, but that it shall be terminated 

if the exporter does not receive an export license. In 

such a case, the non-receipt of the export license or of 

the approval of the agreement is a "resolutory condition". 

If a contract was signed under a resoluto-y or subsequent 

cond1 ti on, the contract is val id from tr.e moment l t has 

been signed, but the parties are entitled to rescind it if 

the event described as resolutory condition did not 

materialize. In such cases termination :-;f the contract 

11nll not be treated as a breach. but as a legitimate 

termination. However, in such cases part.1es should take 

note of the fact that the contract is valld from the date 

it is s19ned and that either one or both parties may ~tart 

with its performance, to the extent suer. performance is 

not dependent on the resulutory condi tier. C for· example, 

starting to manufacture the products). If such course ot 

ac;1on is adopted by the parties, they shculd foresee who 

shall bear the costs incurred if the cont.ract is. termi

nated before it can be be fully performed. 

Foreign investment (Joint venture) contracts and transfer 

of technology contracts are very often concluded under 

condition~ precedent, because under various national 
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legislations special governmental approvals are very often 

required for the validity of such contracts. 

CONTRACTUAL ISSUES 

JVA have acquired a profile of their own. They can be 

easily differentiated from other types of contracts in the 

same field, namely, from other long term cooperation 

contracts between enterprises. 

The basic legal features of a JVA are, the Joint risk and 

the incorporation aspect. 

Joint risk means that the partners do not attach any price 

or fee for participation in a Joir.t venture. Parties 

invest their ~apital into the Joint venture and they 

expect a return on the invested capital. if the venture is 

unsuccessful, they risk to lose their capi r.al. The fact 

that foreign investors often tie Joint ventures to the 

transfer of technology contracts and that they charge a 

fee for such transfers, 1s not a cor.sistent. part of JC1nt 

ventures, but a way to diminish the risks conne~ted with 

Joint ventures. In instances when the technology is 

invested into a JOlnt venture as capital, thera are LO 

fees for the use of it. The remuneration in such case~ 1~ 

in profits and in the return of the value of the .nve~t

ment at the end of the Joint venture. 

Incorporation of a new legal entity 1s ~ unique aspect of 

Joint ventures, because it is only in these contracts that 

parties agree to Jointly establish a new entity and to 

subJect themselves to all the rules and regulations for 
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such new entities. In such arrangements parties lose the 

direct control over the invested capital. while the 

capital is managed in accordance with the laws regulating 

the existence of such legal entities. At the same time. a 

Joint venture means that there is another partner who also 

acquires rights on the invested capital and who also has 

influence in managing the capital. 

There is no other contract in the field of international 

long term cooperation which couples the interest of par

ties so closely as the JVA. There are also other distinct 

aspects of joint ventures which have their roots in the 

above features of JVA and which we shall review in the 

follow1n9 chapters. 

A JVA usually has an introductory part, often in the form 

of a Preamble, where the partners state tne basic h1sto

r1cal facts :-elat1n9 to the establlsnment of the JVA. 

Here, partners often state what do they aim to achieve b~ 

entering into the Joint venture, what basic capabil1t1es 

they have, what should be the aim of the legal entity 

which they will Jointly create, what are the a~sumptions 

under which they are entering into the Joint venture, as 

well as any other statement explaining the fundamental 

reasons and ground~ for their association. 

Although such recitals may seem superfluous, they really 

are very important because they will show the very funda

mentals of the Joint venture together with basic inten

tions, expectations and contr1but1ons of the parties at 
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the t111e when they agreed to enter into the Joint busi

ness. If any one of these basic :&ngredients does not 

materialize in the future. or beco.es a cause of dispute. 

recitals will show what was the original contractual 

intention of the parties. 

Purpose of the Joint venture is of ten also defined in the 

first few articles of the JVA. 

Since 

legal 

Joint · ... entures are carried out 

en ti ties, one of the first steps 

through separate 

in a JVA is to 

cnose the 1P'3al form of such a legal entity. 

The legal form of the entity depends on the law of the 

~cuntr·; where the entity is to be estabh.shed. In most 

countries in the World, there are special codes or company 

laws which regulate what forms of incorporation or par

tnership will be allowed on the territory of that parti

cular country. Parties ~ishing to agree on the form vf the 

future J01nt venture entity, have the freedom only to 

select among the forms al lowed by the relevant code ;.nd 

they cannot select a form which the relevant code doec not 

provide for. 

Development of company laws 1n t.he World did not follow 

the usual pattern of divicion between common law and civil 

law countries. T~~s development was more under the influ

enceo of factors common to the market economies than to 

i:lifferences in the legal systems. Advantages of doing 

business through various incorporated forms were freely 

usud and copied by di f fer·ent countries and therefore we 
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nave today a suailari. ty of basic 1nst1 tutions and forms 

among different collJ)any laws of various countries_ 

Since there are great advantages of doing bus1ness through 

various inco1porated forms provided in company laws. even 

some socialist countries which have abolished their com

pany laws after the Second World War, have provided in 

their recent Joint venture legislation, that the pre-war 

compan\-· laws may again be applied for purposes of establi

sning Joint ventures with foreign part1c1pat10;1 (for 

example. Poland. Hungary. Bulgaria). 

Consequently. we can say that the prevailing le9al fcrm of 

101nt ventures today is the incorporated form as provided 

cy ··.rarious company laws. al though t;;ere are alsc JUr i.s

dictions where this is not so lfor example Yugoslavia. anc 

more recently the USSR). 

The main advantage of incorporation is tnat a new legal 

-~:itity l~ legally separated from its four.der-s_ The new 

legal ent1 t·,r comes into being because partners. in the 

101nt ~enture h~ve agreed to form it. However, such a ~ew 

entity c~n come into be1n9 only if and when 1t 1s recogni· 

:cd ~Y the ~tate where the incorporation is ta be done. 

Once ~he new legal entity ls created. 1t acquires almost 

all the rights which otherwise only a physical person 

could have. Since the legal entity is Juridically an 

·~dependent and separate body from its founders, the 

founders have no liab1l1ty for the debts of the new legal 

entity. This limited 11ab1l1ty is the secret of the 

( 
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success which legal entities had in development of market 

economies. 

A legal entity can conclude contracts. acquire rights and 

undertake obligations. sue and be sued in front of courts 

and administrative organs and can generally act in busi

ness and commerce under its own name. Founders of a legal 

entity ara not liable tor the debts of the entity, except 

with the capital they have invested into the entity. Of 

course, they can guarantee the debts of the entity, but in 

such a case they would be liable as guarantors and not as 

founders. 

Company laws usually provide also for such association of 

individuals (companies or physical persons) where the 

association does not lead to creation of a new legal 

entity. Associations of this kind are cal led ··partner

ships". Such partnerships are legally considered only as 

an expression of the wi 11 of the partners who created 

them, and consequently, partners are considered liable for 

the obligations of the partnership. The 11abil1ty of 

partners is not limited and they are liable with all their 

property and assets in the same way as would be the case 

with the sole proprietorship. 

Having in view the above characteristics of incorporation, 

it is not surpr1s1n9 that Joint ventures around the World 

in most cases opt for an incorporated form. In such a form 

the l 1ab1 l i ty of Joint venture participants is 1 im1 ted 

only to the amount of the capital they have invested. 
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For• of incorporation 

While the basic characteristic outlined above are common 

to all types of corporate forms. various company laws have 

different names for different forms. and sometimes. there 

are differences among national laws in details of certain 

similar categories of corporate ~orms. 

For example, the .. partnership .. of the English law {where 

all the partners are Jointly liable for the obligations of 

the partnership), is in German law called .. offene Handles

gesellschaft ... and in French law "soc1ete en nom collec

t1 f''. As stated above. such partnerships are not consi

dered legal entities, but only as associations of ind1v1-

duals. 

A very popular form of l 1m1 ted l 1ab111 ty company of a 

smaller size is the German .. Gesellschaft mit beschrenkter 

Haftung .. (the well known .. G.m.b.H ... ), which is in French 

law a .. societe a responsabi lite l imi tee.. ( "S. A. R. L .. ., • in 

English law a ··pr1 vate company... and in tne U.S. law a 

.. close corporation ... This form is very suitable when there 

is a smaller number of partic1pat1n9 partners who wish to 

limit their liability through the corporate form of a 

legal entity, but do not wish to raise the capital for the 

corporation through wider public subscriptions. In s~ch a 

corpc:--at1on the capital is divided among the inembers in 

quotas and no shares are issued to ~hem. The capital which 

partners contributed to the corporation can be transferred 

to third parties only with the agreement of other members 

and not through transferable shares as is the case in 

Joint stock companies. 

' 
l 
• 

• . 
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The incorporated form which is very often used in market 

ec.·onomies for large undertakings, is the ··Joint stock 

company limited by shares·· of the Englisi-. law, or the 

··Joint s~ock company- of the U.S. la1111. or the .. Al<tien

gesellschaft"" of the German and Austrian la1111, or the 

.. societe anonyme .. of the French law. Such incorporation is 

always a legal entity for which shareholders are never 

personally liable. The capital of such a Joint stock 

r,ompany is expressed in monetary terms, it is divided int.o 

shares, and the shares are. in principle, freely transfe-

rable. 

Which c:>rporate form is the best for a particular Joint 

venture is something the partners have tc decide at the 

time of formation of the JVA. Their ~ec1sion will. 

firstly, depend o~ the laws of the country wnere the 

Joint venture will be created, and secondly, on the part1· 

cular needs and intention of partners. 

~1nce tne laws of the country where thP. incorpora~1on will 

take place are tne most decisive, foreign partners in 

Joint ventures have to study these laws in order tc as~er

t.a1 n the :.pec1al features of such laws. Le9a! system:. 

ra f fer :Jne from another, and countries of ten Jealously 

guard the dJ'ferences and national characteristic of 

corporate forms allowed to be established on their terri-

tories. 

JVA is the document in which the Joint venture partr.ers 

lay down the basic l"'uless fol"' their assoc1at1or.. In some 
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way a JVA cculd be compared to a ··const1 tut1on·· of par

tners. 

National laws which provide rules for incorporation, 

provide also the rules how different corporate forms are 

to be managed. However, when partners agree to enter into 

a joint venture, they also wish to know what will be their 

influence in the management of the future corporatio .. 

This means, that partners can in their joint venture 

agreement agree on basic question of future management 

such as, which one of them wi 11 nominate tt.e general 

managfff of the future company, or how many members 1-n 11 

have the Management Board of tha iuture company, who ~ill 

nominate or elect how many members of that Board, etc. 

Parties can actually regulate their role and influence in 

the running of the future company already in t.heir JVA. 

Since management of the future business is one of the most . 
important questions to be solved among the partners cefore 

the company is actually formed, JVA's always conta1n 

elaborate provisions in this area. 

Consequently, there are two aspects of Joint venture 

arrangements. On the one hand, there is the JVA which sets 

thP ground rules applicable to the whole rel a t1onsh1p of 

the parties, and on the otner hand. there • '=' _._ the new 

incorporated unit, which is set up in accordance with JVA 

and which in relationship toward third parties does not 

represent the Joint venture partners but acts in its own I 

name and for its own account. Third parties are not con-
I 

cerned with internal relations of the Joint venture, part-

ners. 
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As pointed out above. the organization of the management 

of the Joint venture unit depends to a great extent on the 

applicable national law. Joint venture partners may wish 

to limit the authority of the management. or may wish to 

introduce requirements of special approvals of certain 

decisions of management organs. etc. For example. JVA may 

provide that the management of the unit may not make 

certain decisions without agrc9ment of the JV partners. or 

without approval of a member of the supervisory board. All 

such provisions can be made only in accordance with the 

applicable national laws. 

Similarly. the same organs of different Rational corporate 

forms are not exactly the same. Thus, for example, the 

··president Directeur General·· of the French "societe 

anonyme is dl fferent from the Board of Directors ard 

frcm the General Manager of an English private or public 

company limited by shares, which are again different from 

the German ··vorstand" and "Auf1schtsrat" vf the German 

Ak t1engesel lschaf t.. German ·· Aufs1chtsra t•· has author1 ty 

somewhere between a director and ~~ auditor of an English 

company. An auditor is an independent controlling organ of 

the En9l 1 sh company, ant irel y ou t:;1de of ::..he management 

structure of the company, but cannot be removed at will of 

the management. An "'Aufs1chtsrat"" is an orgAn cf the 

German company empowered to change the management. 

An important question to be solved in a JVA is the protec

tion of the shareholders who don't have the maJori ty of 

shares. If the ma Jori ty shart-holders cou Id s1mpl y vote 

their ma Jori ty ~hares 1n all matters of concern to the 

company, the m1nor1ty shareholders would not have any role 

to play and would be at the mercy of the maJority share-

nolders. 
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It is very important to stress the fact that a minority 

position in a company does not mean necessarily that the 

minority partner is defenseless or that he is entirely at 

the mercy of the maJority holder. 

In order not to allow complete control of maJOr!tY share

holders, corporate laws provide possibilities for the 

protection of the minority position. A partner who has 

less than 49 per cent of the ~hares or capital quota may 

wish to protect his minority position by acquiring a 

control over certain important decisions. For example, he 

may wish that his assent is required if the Joint venture 

~nit wishes to take a loan, or when it makes an investment 

decision of a certain magnitude, or when a change in the 

status of the incorporated unit is intended to be made, or 

in whatever other question he feels that his assent should 

be requ:red. 

To achieve th1s purpose he ;nay provide for higher vote 

margins or different percentage vot1n9 requirements in the 

ma·nagement board or calling of special meetings. In .:\ll 

~uch ~i~uation the protection of the minority position h~s 

to be made in accordance with the applicable law, but 

already should ce provided for in the !VA. 

A certain protection can also be achieved by providing 

procedures for callln9 of meetings and notifications of 

important dec1:.:.::;,s. Trerefore, it is very important to 

secure that all partners have a chance to take part in the 

deliberations of the management organs on which they are 

repre~ented. 
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In order to prevent management organs to make dec1s1ons if 

all the partners are not present, JVA and other relevant 

documents should provide that proper notices should be 

served to all partners informing them about the dates and 

places where meeting are going to take place, and that 

such documents also provide for a quorum necessary to 

makP. decisions. If a quorum is not provided fer certain 

decisions, then a certain safeguard could also be achieved 

by providing that at least one representative of each 

partner is present at the rreeting of the management organ 

when decisions are made. 

Generally speaking, JVA may contain all what the partners 

consider of being of special importance for their re-

lationship in the future company and which is different or 

special in relation t.o the applicable compan-y· law. All 

such provisions will ~ltimately be reflected in the basic 

documents of the future company. 

In English company law such basic documents are cal led 

Memorandum of Association and the Articles of Association. 

The Memorandum of Association is the constitution of the 

company ar;d the flexibility of the constitution depends, 

in principle, on the terms of the constitution. Articles 

of Association contain rule' on the internal admin1stra

t1on of the company. These rules can be altered, in pr1n

c1ple, by the decisions of the companf. 

In a Joint venture contractual structure, both the Memo

randum and the Articles of Association will be under the 

influence of what the partners have agreed in their JVA. 

Since JVA is a contract, parties to a JVA are contrac

tually b~Jnd to observe it. 

I-
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All partners to a joint venture contribute their share of 

capital to the future corporate unit. These contributions, 

when valued and expressed in monetary terms, give a con

venient uas1s for establishing the percentage of part1c1-

pation of each partner and for quantifying the shares to 

which they are entitled. 

Company laws use the terr.is "nominal capital", ··authorized 

capital .. , ··issued shares" and ··paid up capital·· 1 or 

"stock··) and it may be useful to explain these terms. 

""Nominal capital·· is the amount which the company proposes 

to be registered at its initiation for purposes of payme~t 

of registration fees and duties. 

··Authorized capital .. is the amount on which the partners 

have agreed that it will be the maximum capital which the 

company will be authorized to ··issue·· or to "subscribe··, 

without asking the members cf the company in ger.eral 

mee~1ng for add1t1ona1 author1zat1cn. 

""I:.sued stock" is ti-.e actually issued or subscribed capi

tal by members, regardless if they have actually paid it 

up or not. If the partners to a J'./ agree, for example, 

that the total capital will be l million US$ and that each 

party will contribute 50%, then the author1zad cap1tal 

w111 be US$ l m1 l llon, and the 1 ssued cap1 ta l wi 11 be $ 

500.000. However, if the parties authorize US$ 1 million 

and take up only USS 700.000 in equal shares, then the 

authorized capital is US$ l million, but the issued capi

tal lS only USS 700.000. 
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The .. paid up capital·· is the capital which has actually 

been paid into the company. 

There are countrie~ where the shares can be ··issued.. c:.n 

partial payment and the balance can be .. paid up·· at a 

later time. 

Management organs are provided for in the applicable 

company law$ and the JVA has to structure the management 

of the future unit in accordance with that law. Practice 

is different in various countries. However, the most 

common structure of a medium sized Joint .1entures will 

have the following organs: 

- Meeting of shareholder \general meeting); 

- Board of directors; 

~ana9ing directors with the Chief Execu~ive Officer 

i CEO i. 

·:;ener· al mee t1 ng of Jot nt ··•en tu re partner~ (who tral"sfcrm 

tnemselves •nto shareholders for purposes of the company 

law} is the supreme rule-mak1n9 authority. General meeting 

is made up of all the shareholders and 1t decides b-,,· 

maJor1ty votes, unless a special maJority is required for 

certain specific matters. 

The Boar~ of Directors will take care for the day to day 

business of the company, since the general meeting would 

be a very cumbersome body to do it. In pr1nc1ple, Board of 

directors is independent in making their deci~1ons and the 

, - -

I 
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general meeting cannot interfere. although it can dismiss 

and replace tne Board. The general meeting can also alter 

the articles of association and restrict the powers of the 

Board. However. once they delegate the powers to the 

Board, they cannot make ar.y longer decisions within such 

powers which they have delegated to the Board. 

Managing directors are the ones who implement the deci

sions of the Board, because the Board itself is also a too 

cumbersome body to take care of the day tc day implemen

tation of its own decisions. Some directors will also be 

members of the Board and some will not. 

Powers entrusted to the Board are entrusted to the collec

tive Board and not to ind1v1dual members (directors) of 

tne Board. Once the Board makes a dec1s1on, the directors 

of the comp~ny will implement such decisions in their role 

of directors and not in their role as members of the 

Board. 

The modern trend in company laws reveals a shift of ~ffec

:1 ve power from larger organs to smal le; organs. Conse· 

~Jently, the $hlft vf power within companies has been ;n 

~he direction from ~he general meeting to the board, and 

fro~ the board to the management. 

Founders of companies, l nclud1n9 Joint venture partners, 

nave an opportunity to shape the lnter-relationzh1p 

between various organs of a company at the time when the 

company is not yet founded. Therefore, the provisions of 

the JVA are of such a crucial importance for the future 

company. 
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It is hard to say what would be the optimal size of a 

Board of Directors. What the partners usually strive for. 

is that there is a sufficient number of domestic direc

t.ors. Other factors which usually influence its number 

are the local legislation. number of partners deserving to 

have representation of the Board. percentage of control of 

each partner. ability to provide suitable directors, 

requirements of special maJori ty on the Board. require

ments of business efficiency. etc. 

It is similarly difficult to provide in advance for which 

deci-:.ions a Joint approval of all partners. or of all 

~embers of the Board. or of a qualified maJority. will be 

required. Such decisions may be the most important deci

sions which a Joint ·.1enture i:; likely to make. such as 

making of a capital investment plan, making of a produc

~ion programme, pricing of products, conclusion of maJor 

~ontracts, taking cf loans over a certain limit. signing 

~f Bills of Exchange over a certai~ amount, 3ppo1ntment of 

3uditors, distribution of dividends, retention of profits, 

making up of reserves, etc. 

J~A often contains an agreement of the parties concerning 

~he chief executive office (CEO) of the future Joint 

venture unit. Generally, it is considered that t;,e selec

tion or nomination of the CEO is the crucial is~ue in 

structuring the Joint venture, and all parties usually try 

to gain an advantage by 9ettin9 the right to select or 

nominate him. Since it is not always easy to reach an 

agreement on this issue, parties sometimes agree that each 

one of them will have the right to nominate the CEO for a 

certain period of time. Initially. this r19ht may be g1v~n 

to the domestic partner (for one or two years) and later 
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to the foreign partner for the same period of t11ae or vic~ 

Sometimes. parties may aqree to have Joint CEO's. which 

would imply the existence of two parallel CEOs who would 

be expected to make all decisions unanimo"sly. Such a 

solution may create very sensitive situations. where an 

agreement of two executives would be necessary for every 

decisions. 

If an agreement cannot be reache:i along these lines, 

parties sometimes agree to split the functions between 

different managers (marketing. production. procurement. 

book keeping, etc.) and have the prevailing influence in 

the nomination or selection of managers in charge of 

respective functions. 

A word of caution must be inserted here. Since the JVA is 

the document which will influence the future organization 

of the company, and since the control of the company can 

be shaped and influenced through the control of various 

organs. 1t is cf paramount impor~an\;;e to see that the 

controlling po$ition of partners is consistently carried 

out through all the organs of a company. It has been noted 

that effective control of the company can be exercised 

sometimes by acquiring ~ontrol of any one of the corporate 

management organs. 

Furthermore, effect1ve control =an also be exercised 

through the control of various crucial operation of the 

Joint venture, like, for example, through the application 

of the new technology, through the control of the produc

tion process, through the control of the procurement of 
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- -.lw m.t'••r .. lls. spare parts. through marketing services dnd 

sales of prod•.;ct~. etc. 

The interest C\f developing countr inc. is to devel·:p '".anage

r1al capacities among their nationals. At the same time. 

foreign investors have the pruaary interest to see Joint 

ventures as successful business undertakings. These inte

rests are not really opposed one to another. Developing 

cc.untries should. therefore. strive to second all 1.1apor

tant managerial positions held by foreign nationals with 

their own nationals. and to p;ovide in the JVA's an obli

gation of the foreign partner to tra:.n locals for all 

managerial positions. 

Under owners~ip of a Joint venture we understand the 

participation in its capital. This participation is some

t1ine referred to as ··equ1 ty.. or the money va!.ue cf a 

property. ..Venture capital · or .. equity capital·· is 

considered as capital invested into a ~enture. and a 

···.1enture.. is an undertaking involving chance, risk or

danger. venture is an undertak1n9 of uncertJ1n outcome. 

International e.qu1 ty JOlnt ventures may be of dl ffer'!nt 

types, namely: 
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- minority foreign ownership (49%:51%); 

- maJority foreign ownership (51%:49%); 

- equal foreign-local ownership (50%:50%); 

hidden foreign maJority (49%:49%+2% in hands of a 

trustee controlled by the foreign owner); 

- 100% foreign owned. 

What type of a JOlnt venture the partners will opt for is 

a matter to be decided from cases to case. Although owner

ship is important for the overall position of partners in 

the Joint venture. it must be emphasized that its impor

tance should not be overestimated. 

Thus, fo•- example, profits which one party derives from a 

Joint venture do not depend exclusively on the relation

ship of equity investments. One of the partners may have 

separate contracts with the Joint venture on the basis of 

whicr. he may be receiving license fees, management fees, 

directors salaries, interest on loans extended to the 

Joint venture, indirect fringe.benefits, fees for additi

onal services, transfer pricing benefits etc. All these 

proceeds may be much more substantial than profits of the 

Joint venture. 

Similarly, as we have pointed out in the earlier chapter 

on M3nagement organs, the control of a Joint venture does 

not depend only on the capital participation. A m1nor1ty 

shareholder may acquire substantial and effective control 

of a Joint venture through hls know-how or through a 
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license agreement concluded with the Joint venture. or 

through a management contract. or through veto powers 

provided for in the documents of incorporation. or simply 

by making the venture dependent on him through the supply 

of essential raw materials. spare parts, securing m~rket 

outlets. services etc. 

Transnational corporation sometimes use a nominee share

holder to effectively gain the control of the joint ven

ture. Thus. for example, a foreign owner may have a mino

rity position ( for example 49%) but an equity of 2% is in 

the hands of a trustee er a ··holder in trust" who is 

controlled by such a minority shareholder and votes always 

as told. Al though such trusts may run contrary to the 

spirit cf the local legislation. the practice is not 

illegal. 

A=. we 

JOlnt 

can see, 

venture, 

ne1 ther profits, r.or 

are dependent solely 

the control of the 

on tne ownership 

:=;t1ucture. However, .')wner::h1p is, together with control 

and management, decisive for establishing the true posi

tion of partners in a JOint venture. 

Investment$ into a Joint ve1ture may be either in the form 

of tangibles (money, plant, machinery, raw materials, e 
land, etc.) or in the form of intangibles (technology, 

technical information, marketing knowledge, management 

training, labor, etc.). 

Contributions of tangibles and intangibles is a widely 

accepted practice and there are no reasons to obJect to 
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such practices. Partners are expected to give what will be 

of maximum use to the JO int venture. an.:J there is no 

reason to interfere with the wish of the parties to accept 

whatever contribution they may use. 

The problem of contributions of tangible and intangible 

property is connected to the valuation of such invest

ments. Such problems do not exist with contributions in 

monies or such contributions which have .an open market 

price. However, w~enever an investment is subJect to 

valuation, the problem is how to value such an investment 

in a realistic manner ? 

Many national legislation allow investment of tangible and 

intangible property in Joint ventures. and many have a 

requirement that the valuation has to be .. realistic ... 

There are important disadvantages in cases of unrealistic 

valuation of tangible or intangible investments. In such 

cases, there is a tendency to inflate pay:nents for what

ever is being invested (technology or eq;;;.pment) 3nd an 

inf lated price wi 11 distort the whole cap: tal structure, 

inclu~ing the debt to equity relat10,. 

If the value is artificially increased, foreign owner will 

withdraw higher profits from the venture than he would be 

otherwise entitle·1 to, and he would add1tior.ally, withdraw 

the high value at the end of the Joint venture as his 

capital participation. Furthermore, in cases of foreign 

technology, for example, its support may cease to be 

necessary or may become obsolete, while its presence is 

perpetuated through its conversion into capital. More

over, it may be increasing in value with the increase of 

the v~lue of the whole JOlnt venture. 

' . 
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However. there are also advantages to investments of 

tangible or intangible property. First of al 1. for all 

such investments there is no need for cash payments. 

Acquisition of important technology in the beginning of a 

Joint venture may be very important to partners because it 

represents a saving of foreign exchange. Likewise. produc

tion process will not be burdened with an expenditure of 

royalties or license fees and the technology will be 

-free" if there are no profits. 

Furthermore, a foreign investor may be more interested tc 

supply constant improvements for the invested techn~logy, 

because only good production and favorable sales wi 11 

secure hl$ profits. and he is interested tn profits 

because. under such arrangements. he will not be paid any 

fees for tne t&chnolcgy turned into investment. His only 

remuneration will be in the form of profits from the JOlnt 

venture. Furthermore. since this technology is an invest

ment, there ~s muc~ less likelihood that various restr1c

~1c~s. which are often attached tc licensas, will ~e 

attached to the use of it. 

for all these reasons, investment cf tangibles and int~n-

91ble~ may net be d1scarced. Rather, countries and parties 

:::.hould e.ndeavor to develop appropriate evaluation p:-oce

dures. ~.Jch a procedure may be perfected with anal -,;zing 

the component parts and identif 1cat1on of various inputs 

ct the technology t "depackag1ng"). Such process can al-:.o 

be done with independent consultants and experts. 

There mav be great difficulties in defining an appropriate 

price for tangible or intangible assets and, therefore, 
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recipients have to develop methods of compar1s~n of prices 

and values of such offers. 

Because of the difficulties in ascertaining the true value 

of such investments. there were instances that countries 

have entirely forbidden such form of investments. 

Financial policy 

JVA usually contains a statement of the part1es declaring 

what shall be the financial policy of the Joint venture: 

whether the primary interest shall be to distribute pro

f its or the aim shall be first to build up scme reserves 

and later to distribute the profits. Conseq;..1ently, the 

i::sue is: retention of profits v. distribu:.ion •Jf pro

fits. 

For the host countries where the Joint ventures are loca

ted it is, as a rule, more beneficial to provide for 

:--etent1on, while for foreign ::.nvestors it ::.s sometimes 

probably more interesting to opt for distribution and for 

receiving a fair return on their investment. 

!f parties agree that profits shall be retained, it woulo 

be useful to provide alsc tne reasons for :--etent1cn. 

'"stained profits could be used for r.he work1:19 capit.al, 

for expansion or production and sales facilities, for 

repayment of loans, for redemption of capital stoc~. for 

compulsory reserves in certain Jurisdiction~. for re

investments into the Joint venture, for new acquisitions, 

etc. 
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Whate,;er the parties agree that it will be their financial 

policy in the Joint venture. it is useful to make a decla

ration in the JVA. For example. if they agree to retain 

the profits. they should state that the financial policy 

shall be to retain profits in order to secure the greatest 

possible growth of the new company. or that dividends will 

not be paid until certain expenditures have been paid for, 

etc. Clarity in this area is quite important for future 

relations of the parties. 

As a rule, foreign investor may have an interest to have 

the right to have outside auditors or accountants to 

control the books of accounts of the joint venture. Some

times, there are different accounting practices in diffe

rent countries and foreign investors may wish to have 

qualified personnel check the books of the Joint venture. 

Generally, it is a standard practice to allow fore1·3n 

investors the right to check the accounting books of the 

Joint venture by experts which he may freely select. 

Foreign investor will often select local auditors for ~ucn 
tasks due tc their better knowledge of local ;·u1eo:: ar.d 

regulations, but they should have the right to use foreign 
auditors, 1f they so wish. 

One of the crucial issue in the sphere ct financial pol1c~ 
is the relation between debt and equity, 1.e. the propor

tion of loans which the Joint venture will take to finance 

its construction to the equity which will be used tor tne 
same purpose. 

r 
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As a rule. investments are financed only partly from 

eq'-!i ty invested by the partners. and partl-,, frcrr. loans 

111:hich the partie~. or one of the partners or the Joint 

ven.ture itself, takes from local or foreign banks. 

What should be the relation between debt and equity in an.,,

proJect depends on the economics of the proJect and on the 

economic strength of the partners. In certain i,dustries 

it is economical to have d debt/equity ratio of 1:1, in 

some 2:1, while certain indu~tries will support even a 

ratio of 3: 1 . 

The obJection which could in principle be made to a high 

debts/equity ratio is that, if the debt is higher than the 

equi t·1. there ls no cushion fer coverage of the debt 111 

equity. Therefore, lt is in the interest of host govern

ments to see that an adequate deDt/equity ratio is ma1nta

ined. Another reason for m?1~ta1n1ng the proper debt 

/equity relation is the fact that excessive use of !ocal 

loan funds could be dttr1mental to other !ocal i~dustrie~ 

~h1~h ma~ be left without such funds. Furthermore, ~f the 

debt is guaranteed by local partner or by thE J~in~ ven-

ture, foreign investor will have a smaller exposura .... ~ 
"'' 

capital to risk, while he will nave a great benefit in the 

i~cre33ed value of tne Joint venture through loans 3nd in 

gre3 tar prof l ts 9a1 nea f rem ::.uc.r. l ncreased value cf the 

J•)lnt .. ·enture. 

There are many Governments of .je.velop1n:J countr-:.es which 

try to influence the debt/equitv rati' r jOl nt venture~. 

on their terr1tor1es. ~ometimes even L 

pulsor)• ratios.. 
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If loan funds are provided from abroad. attention shoulc 

be paid to the total co~t of such 'unds. If such loans 

have an excessive interest rate, if the loans are ~ade or. 

an inter-company basis, if the loans are provided in the 

form o'!" supplier$· credits - in al 1 such cases the cost 

of the loan may outweigh the benefits. If the loans are 

too costly, the venture may be unprofitable, while the 

~rEditor will make a profit. 

Fcre19n investors shun from guaranteeing loans to the 

Joint venture company. Therefc1e, such guarantees are 

given either by local partners, or on the strength of the 

equity capitai of the JOlnt ·.1er.ture. At the same time, 

most loans for financing of JO_,it ventures are taken or. 

the lccal financial market. Such practices are beneficial 

tc foreign investors, since they protect them from enga

~1 ng their own funds or loan capacities, while protecting 

tnem from devaluation of local currencies. 

It :ias beer. stated that :.nte:-·affil1.Jte icar.s betwee~ 

local JOlnt ventures and foreign parent companies may 

offer 9rea t f lex1b111 ty to foreign concerns to tranzfer 

prof;.ts, w:thout actually declaring therr. at all. If ar. 

inter-aff1l1ate loan carries n19h intere3t rate, t~e 

p:-0f1ts cf the J01nt venture will be diminished, while 

prcf1ts will be freely tran~tarred in the f~rm of interes: 

pav~ents, while the Joint ~enture will incur ~ less. 

From the political side, such a picture of hav1n9 losse~ 

abroad and profits at home, may also be cenef1c1al. In 
such cases, foreign investors may have considerable 

profits in their books at the headquarter, while their 
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local image will not suffer by having no profits ~r very 

little profits from the Joint venture. 

The same results may be achieved by asking for tiigh 

license fees, high royal ties or other fees for services 

performed for the Joint venture, for high prices of raw 

materials or components, spare parts, etc. In all such 

cases. the profitaoilit~ of the Joint venture will 

decrease, while the profits of the foreign partner may 

increase . 

In order to control the overall economic results of 

foreign investments, for developing countries it would be 

useful to monitor total returns of foreign partners from 

JOlnt ventures. Through such methods they could be able to 

ascertain the total net return which a foreign investor is 

receiving from his investment, and the total net outflow 

of forei9n currencies made to foreign investors. 

Mon1tor1ns of. financial and overall business results of 

Joint ventures is essential for host countries if they 

really w:sh to gain an insight into the costs and benefits 

of Joint ventures and of foreign investments. Such moni

toring would require coord1nat1on of various Governmental 

units and departments, together with elaboration of ~tan

dard acccu~t1n9 and reporting practices. 

For foreign inve~tcrs, one of the pr1n~1pal issues in 

Joint venture arrangements. is the question of transfers 
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of profits. of invested assets and of the increased value!:. 

cf their capital investment. 

Ir. many developing countries. transfers of money abroad is 

subJect to foreign exchange regulations and these regu

lations may sometimes be restrictive. There is not much 

the parties can do i~ their contract in respect of tran

sfers, because foreign exchange regulations are mandatory. 

Therefore. many foreign investors will Judge tne attrac

tiveness of a country for foreign investments according tc 

the freedom of transfers offer·ed by a country· s foreign 

exchange regulations. 

Transfer of profits is the essential attraction for 

foreign investments. Therefore. such transfers are usually 

allowed to be made at least once a y~ar, at the end of the 

accounting year. 

Concerning the transfer of the lnvested capital. it is 

usual in JVA's tc agree that the foreign invesr.or will 

have the right to transfer the counter value of his inves

ted cash amounts and other capital investments in the 

'.i.'.llues as recognu:ed in the JVA. That mear.s, that the 

invested technology (know-how, trade marks,, patents, 

etc.; which have been invested and net g1ven under 

license, will in the JVA be expressed in a certain value 

terms, and that the expressed value shall, ~t the end of 

the JVA. represent the invested capital. Since the inves

ted ~api tal is returned to parties at the termir.at1on of 

the Joint venture, and after all the accounts are settled, 

foreign investor will be entitled at that time to receive 

the counter value of a11 of his invested capital; 
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At the end of the joint venture. the question may arise 

concerning the true value of the joint undertaking. parti

cularly in cases when the value of the undertaking is 

higher that the amount of the nominally invested capital

lf the value of the underr.aking has increased above the 

actual worth of the invested assets. foreign investors may 

wish to participate in the distribution of that worth-

The actual worth of the undertaking may increase above the 

nP.t worth of the assets due to the goodwill gained by the 

undertaking during its existence. or by capital expansion 

during its existence, or by expansion of the undertaking 

through loans. earnings. etc_ 

JVA • s sometimes contain methods of calculating the net 

worth of an undertaking at termination. taking into 

account the projected profits on the basis of the past 

performance. If such methods are adopted, deductions from 

such projected profits should be made for royalties other

wise payable, income taxes payable by the foreign partner, 

as well as other expenditures payable from profits_ 

From the point of view of developing countries, the most 

favorable method would be the return of the book value of 

the investment made. In such instances, the 9rowth of t~e 

Joint venture would not be reflected in the value of the 

:-e turned investment. However, if the bcok value exceeds 

the total participation of the parties, and the partie~ 

wish to share the surplus, then the surplus value is 

sometimes divided between the partners in proportion tv 

their participation in the book value. 

Another method proposed sometimes, is the return of the 

··market value" of the Joint venture. It is not a~ways easy 

j •• 
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or teasible to establish the market value of an enter

prise. The -market- itself is not an easily defined c~te-

9ory. because -world market- or -local market" values may 

be different. 

Aside from the question of the valuation of invest~ents, 

there is also the question of the manner of payment of the 

investment to be returned, which also has lo be regulated 

in the JVA. Parties sometimes agree that the investment 

will not be returned at once. but that it will be r·eturned 

in installments. In such cases the investment is treated 

as a due debt. On such due amounts parties may already in 

the JVA agree on the interest. secur1 ties for payment 

,promissory notes), guarantees, installment periods. etc. 

In most developing countries foreign lnvestments are 

allowed only if the JVA is approvea DY the competent 

autr:orities. That means. that the parties are free to 

negotiate JVAs and are tree even to sign tne JVAs, out for 

a JVA to become legally b1nd1n9 and enforcea~le, it must 

be approved by competent authorities. 

The same ~ituat1on exists in many countries regard1n9 the 

transfer o~ tecnnology agreements. 

In l n'.erna t1or.al ece;nom1c re la t1ons. the practice of 

requiring approvals of certain types of contracts, is not 

the rule. Ir. principle, i nterr.a tiona 1 trade and inter

national commercial transactions are based on the freedom 

of parties to contract and to regulate their contractual 

relations as they deem f1t. However, certain areas, like 
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Joint ventures and transfer of technology contracts, have 

been reserved for stricter governmental control. The 

reason for such practice lies in the fact that developing 

countries considered the terms of trade in these areas to 

be unfavorable to their enterprises. Consequently, the 

legislation of developing countries was directed, not only 

toward the control of foreign investments on their terri

tories, but also toward protection of the contractual 

balance of their ente-prises in such types of contracts . 

Governmental or central bank app.-ovals are also often 

required tor foreign loan ag~eements. 

Many governmen:s of developed and developing countries a~e 

t~y1n9 to attract foreign investments. For these purposes 

It is not unusual that local legislation provides various 

fac1l1ties for foreign investors. Suen facilities are 

..;f ten cal led ·· 1ncent1 ves". 

There are various kinds of incentives, startlng from 

construction of lnfrastructure for certa1r. projects ~P to 

offering various fiscal {ta~~. customs, etc.) and :ion-

Among the fiscal l~cent1ves, one of the mo~t usual t~ the 

lncome tax nol1day for ~ewly established enterprises. 

Such tax hol1days may be ex~ended for several years, and 

they may be d1 f ferent for di tferent type of activities. 

Incentives may also be 1n the form of investment tax 

allowances, in additional deductions from taxable incomes, 

,-
! 
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•n duty free unportation of machinery, equipment, spare 

;:>arts. in tax credits on domestic capital equipment in 

lieu of free custom duties had the equipment been impor

~ed. ir. exemptions from contractor's taxes. in exemption 

from e>'port taxes. in accelerated depreciation of bui 1-

dings. equ1~ment, machinery, in exemption of custom cuties 

on imported spare parts. in tax credit on power cost 

~i fferent1al between the power cost in the :.ost country 

and surrounding countries. etc. 

Among the ncn-fiscal incentives, there may be offered 

different facilities in relation to various duties which 

domestic enterprises may ha.1e, promises of more speedy 

custom processing ~f imported equipment, spare parts, raw 

materials. possibility of retention of foreign currencies 

on special foreign currency accounts, employment of 

foreign r.at1onals, tariff protections for a specified 

;::>eriod of time for certain industries, special pioneer 

:ndustr1e$ incentives, etc. 

JVA are concluded on the basis of personal selection and 

knowledge of the Joint venture partners. Therefore, it is 

important. for the partners to secure a stability and 

:::ontinu1t·{ of the1.r contractual relations. In order to 

achieve these aims, JVAs often provide for special proce

dures ln cases if a partner wishes to ab ... 1idon the Joint 

venture and to transfer n1s participation to another 

partner. 

There may oe different reasons for cnange of partners. One 

of tne partners may simply wish to sell his snares because 
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he wishes to enter a new line of business and needs cash ... 

One vf the partners may want to wind-up his business or 

has become bankrupt or insolvent ... One of the partners may 

-ish tc find a more compatible partner or a partner with 

new or better technology, etc ... 

Whatev~r the reasons for change of partners may be. JVAs 

often provide for special procedures in such cases ... Some

times. even foreign investment laws provide for a ~uty of 

the partner who wishes to leave. to offer first the other 

partner to buy his shares ('"right of first refusal··) ... Only 

if the other partner does not buy. the first partner is 

allowed to offP.r his shares to third buyers but under the 

same conditions as made to the other par~ner ... 

~artners may also agree in the JVA, that the local partner 

will have the first option on the foreign partners· share. 

Such arrangements. sometimes provide for exact time when 

such an option will mature and will have to be exercised 

{for example. 5 years after the start of the operation of 

th~ Joint venture) ... Sometimes. such options are made 

dependent on the success of the venture - if the ~enture 

is a loss, the option will not become effective ... 

In an.,, case. it is important to provide that tt·.e :iew 

partner may not obtain the shares unless the transferee i~ 

bound by all the terms and conditions of the JVA. In such 

a case, it there are share cer tit ica tes, each one wi 11 

contain a statement to the ef1act that all shares are 

issued in accordance with the JVA and cannot be trans

ferred unless the transferee executes an agreement that he 

accepts all the provisions of the JVA . 
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Sometimes, change of partners conditions are made easier 

in JVAs if the new partner is only a subsidiary or an 

affiliate of the old partner. 

In some ceveloping countries the <turation of Joint ven

tures is 11m1 ted to a certain p~iod of time. In some 

Jurisdictions, the time limit is r~t explicitly pre

scribed, but it is stated that Joint ventures have to have 

a time limit. 

In principle, foreign investments are made for the pur

poses of establishing a new business in a territory, not 

necessarily for a limited duration. Existence of a time 

limit is, therefore, a disincentive to foreign investors. 

From the economic point of view, an investor, if he agrees 

to a time limit for the joint venture, wi 11 Judge the 

duration of an investment primarily in terms of possible 

amortization of the invested capital and fair return on 

the investment. If a Joint venture is capital intensive, 

the duration of the venture has to be longer, and maybe 

even a possibility of extension will be required. If there 

is not much risk capital involved, the duration ma·/ be 

shorter. 

Sometime. JVAs provide for a slower "phase out :)r "des1n

vestment" over a period of a few years. In such cases 

investment is being diminished in an orderly fashion over 

a certain number of years, until it is completely paid out 

or diminished to the intended size. Parties may use this 
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method in changing the maJority and minority positions or 

simply as a way ot liquidating the Joint undertaking and 

leaving l t under the exclusive control of cne of the 

partners. 

!~i.ants for performance 

One of the basic principles of contract law is that 

contracts and contractual obligations have to be 

formed. Once the parties have concluded a contract. 

the 

per

they 

may free themselves from undertaken obligations only under 

certain conditions. Legal systems usually recognize which 

impediments wi 11 be treated as Justifiable excuses for 

non-performance of contractual obl1gat1ons. 

The best known 

performance of 

and legally recognized excuse 

contractual obligations are ;:.he ~.asas of 

"force maJeure", as known in national 

French Code Civil (as well as in 

legislations. In the 

other leg1slationsj 

"force maJeure" is defined as an absolute imposs1bil1ty 

to perform. According to this notion, the ~bl190r ·~ 

actually prevented from fulfilling his obligations due tc 

causes for which he is not responsible. 

In today ·s contractual practices, the notion cf "force 

maJeure 1$ sometimes used in such a way th3t it does net 

assume an absolute impossibility to perform, ~ut onlf an 

occ~rrence of events which make the pe.·form~nce more 

difficult or onerou:.. If a clause is phrased in such a 

way, we do not have a classical ··force maJeure · clause, 

but a modern "hardship.. clause. Such clauses provide for 

non-performance if the conditions have changed in such a 

manner tc. have made the performance for one party more 
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difficult or more costly than it was envisaged at the time 

the contract was concluded. 

In contracts which stand under the influence of English 

law. the term used for excusable impt 'iments is the term 

-frustration-. Frustration is very ~imilar to "force 

maJeure··, since it also requires an absolute impossibility 

of performance. However, frustration is different in 

another important aspect. Namely, under a -force maJeure

ci vi 1- law concept. in the case of an occurrence of an 

event of -force maJeure the performance may be tempora

rily suspended. Once the impeding event has ceased to 

influence the performance, parties may cont1nue with the 

performance of the contract. Under this concept, ""force 

maJeure is cause for only a temporary suspension of 

performance of contractual obligations. 

fhe concept. of 

Er.gll sh law 

""frustrat1or.·· 13 different, because unde;· 

3r. e·.1ent whicr-. "'frustrates· the perfor -

mance, destroys the very founaat1on en wh1cn the contract 

was made. Ir. such a case, the parties de not have a 

::hoi-~e. either to watt for the cessat1'-.1 cf the impediment 

or to terminate the contract, as it 1s often the case i~ 

·force ma)eure·· clauses. In cases of frustration a con

tract is automatically considered as cancelled once a 

'frustrating" event has occurred. 

In J'JA-:.. it i:. usual tc pro·.11de for a "force ma_Jeure:· 

clause and not for a 'hardship·· c.ause. Foreign investment 

contracts are contracts for a long duration and the par

ties do not consider it feasible to provide for an easy 

wa',• out which would al low their partners to lea·.1e the 

undertaking. Parties to a Joint venture undertake long 

term responsibilities and the very possibility that one of 
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the partners ma;; at>andon the proJect if tne performance 

becomes more costly than originally planned, may leave the 

other partner in a very awkward position. 

Similarly. parties may De reluctant to agree on a ·· frus

tration"" clause, since that would mean an automatic 

term1nat1on of the contract. Therefore. the .. force 

maJe.ure concept may be the best suited for Joint ven

tures, since in such an arrangement the impeded party will 

be allowed to suspend the performance of its obl19at1ons 

while the impediment lasts. but it will have to continue 

with tne performance once the impediment has stopped. 

However, in such cases parties may agree on a limit tc the 

duration of the suspension. If, for example, the impeding 

evert lasts more than ~ months, or 3 s1m1lar period. 

parties are then free to terminate the contract. Other

wise, they are only allowed to suspend its performance as 

lon; a$ the impeding event actually prevents them to 

perform. 

T_e.r~i_na_~~ ~>n 

Termination of 3 JVA is possible through the usual leg3l 

instruments appl1~able to termination of ether contract~. 

sue~ as ··force maJeure··, duration. zuspens1cn, etc. 

However, there is an u.portant difference between a JVA 

and ~ther contracts. Namely, termination of the JVA itself 

has nc. cearing on t.he existence of the separate legal 

entlt .. 'i which wa:. established in accordance and following 

the prov1s1on$ of the JVA. Therefore, it is not sufficient 

to terminate the JVA in order to terminate all legal 
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relations between the parties. The parties have to termi

nate also their relationship in the enterprise which was 

established on the basis of the JVA 

termination will be completed. 

only then, the 

Consequently, a complete termination of a JVA could be 

accomplished through two different steps: 

~ermination of the JVA itself, and 

termination of relations between partners in the 

enterprise established in accordance with the JVA. 

Termination of a JVA may occur as a consequence of various 

reasons, such as: 

economic reasons connected with the -~enture itself 

(unprofitab1l1ty); 

- reasons on tr.e side of the partners tbam.ruptcy, insol 

vency, etc. i 

- oreach of contract from one of the partners; 

- expiry of the agreed time . 

. . .... iz. 3dviz.ac1e that partners provide tha .J'/A 

grounds for termination of the JVA ancs the co:;cn t1ons 

under which ::.u.::n grounds can be invoked (for example, 

unprof1tab1l1ty in consecutive number of year$;. 

If one of the partners has terminated the JVA :i.n accor

dance with its terms, parties have to regulate all ether 
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matters pertaining to the JVA, such as transfer of pro

f1 ts, capital, know-how, patent~. conditipns for the 

return of invested capital, as well as all other outstan-

ding issues. 

Hbove all, parties have to agrae on how to regulate their 

relations in the independent enterprise which they have 

established in accordance with the JVA. In this respect, 

parties can do the following: 

decide to l 1quidate the anterpr1se ar.d to cease its 

operations all together. In this case the problem is 

primarily in the division of the capital and the return of 

what can be saved from the enterprise through sales of its 

assets, collection of its receivables and payments of its 
debts.; 

- aecide tr.at one of tr.em will take over the enterprise 

and cont1 nue to operate it w1 thout. the part1c1pa ti on of 

the other partner. In such a ~ase, the leaving partner has 

tc receive his investment back. If the established enter-

prise is a company with shares, tne repayment may ce acne 

through a simple sale and purchase of the snares. If the 

enterprise has no ~hares, the remaining partner has ~o see 

to l t that h3 buys out the leaving partner. The payment 

has to be made in accordance with the JVA or 1n accordance 

with whatever agreement the ~3rties may reach at tne time 
cf termi r.a ti on. 
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It is an accepted fact that parties to international 

com~ercial transactions. and consequently the parties to 

international Joint ventures. are free to agree on the 

forum which shall have the Jurisdiction to solve the 

di~putes ari~1n9 out of their contracts. The parties also 

have the freedom to choose the applicable law. 

Consequently. parties may agree that their disputes shall 

be solved either by the courts of the host country, or by 

arbitration which they chose. Furthermore. they can a~ree 

on the application of any legal system they like, even the 

one which is totally unrelated to their contractual rela

tions. The only exception may be in regard to the m~r.da-

tory law~- c.f ~he host country regulating the existence 

the un,.jertaking as such. As a result of this freedom 

make thelr owr. choice, international arbitrations are more 

and more frequently used in international ccm~erc1al 

:::ontract::. 

There are today many ··institutiona1·· aroitrat1ons. namely 

such whl~h are attached to some institution. A geed exam

ple is tt1e Arbitration Court of the International Chamber 

of Commerce (TCC) ir. Paris. Another example is the Arb1-

trat1on Centre established under the au$pices of the Afro

Asian Legal Consultative Commlttee in Kuala Lumpur (Malay

sia) and its Regional Arbitration Centre in Cairo. There 

are: also many national Chamcers of Commerce which have 

standing arbitration courts and which are ready anc w1l

l1n9 to arbitrate and offer arb1trat1on facilic1es if the 

parties so agree. 
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The World Bank has been the instrumental in making the 

Convention for Settlement of Investment Disputes. Until 

today (end of 1987) there are almost 100 countries which 

have signed the Com,ent1on and 89 countries which have 

rat1 f1ed the Convention. The Convention provides for an 

arb1trat1on fac1l1ty which is adm1n1stered by the Inter

national ~P.ntre on Settlement of Investment Disputes 

t ICSID) :.i.. thin the World Bank in Washington. ICSID is 

available in cases of disputes which have their origin in 

·· ir.vestments". This term usually encompasses foreign 

i:westment, but can also be used for disputes connected 

with long term construction contracts. Anot~er feature of 

ICSID arbitration is that at least one of the parties 

involved in the dispute must be a Government or a govern

mental authority. ln all, 23 disputes have alread·r been 

submi '.~ted l., . ;SID for settlement. 

If the parties opt for an a.sL_h_og arb1 trat1or, ar.a not fer 

an institutional arb1trat1on, they will us•Jal~y provide in 

their contract that each party will nomi~ate its own 

arb::.trator, and these twc arbitrators w11 .. nc~inate the 

third one. The difficulty of such ad_r.9_~ arbit;at1ons is 

that one of the part1es has the possie1l&ty nc~ to coope

rate diligently in the nomination process, ana ~ay thereby 

;:;!estroy the eff1.-;1er.c of the d1spL.;te settle:rr~:mt proce-

For ~uch cases UNCITRAL in Vienna has devised the so 

.;alled, UNCITRAL Art ::.ration Rules. If tile parties wish to 

provide for an ~.£! _ _!:i_~ arbi tra ti on procedure, it may be 

advisable that they provide in the arb1trat1on clause that 

the dispute shall be settled in accordance with the 

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules. In order to facilitate the 
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nomination of arbitrators. the parties may also wish to 

provide in the arbitration clause an "appointing authori

ty·· wnich shall appoint arbitrators. if one of the par•1es 

does not cooperate in the nomination procedure. However, 

even 1 f no appointing authority has been named by the 

parties, UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules have a solution. In 

such cases the Secretary General of the Permanent Court of 

Arbitration at The Hague shal 1 designate the appointing 

authority. 

As stated hereinabovE, parties may also freely choose the 

applicable law according to which their contract shall be 

interpreted. Their choice may relate to the procedural law 

and/or t~ the substantive (material) laws alike. However, 

~arties are often not allowed to deviate from the manda

tory laws of their own countries. For example, if a nati

onal legal system provides that a certain type of contract 

has to be approved by a national authorit~ before it 

enters into force, it is almost certain that the contract 

will ce void and will have no effect in the country where 

3uch ~onditions are imposed. Therefore, even when the 

parties have made a choice of another legal system, they 

st111 are bound by the mandatory rules of their own natio

na1 leg3l systems. 

International JVAs, as 

aro!trat1on, and net 

oefore nat1cnal ~ourts. 

a rule, provide for intarnat1or.al 

for dispute zettle~ent procedure 

When parties 

procedure by 

to a contract agree on a dispute settlement 

either agreeing on an arbitration or on 
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Jur1sd1ction of foreign courts, they will, once the~ 

Jbta1n the arb1tral award or a final court Judgment, be 

faced with the problem of execution of such a decision in 

the national courts of the country where the losing party 

has its seat. 

Foreign arb1tral awards or court Judgments can be enforced 

only through local courts in the same way as Judgments of 

local courts. In most countries in the World, local codes 

of procedure or similar code~. contain rules for enforce

ment of fo~ei~n ar~itral awards and Judgments of foreign 

courts. That means, that parties wno won their disputes 

abroad will have to apply to !Ocal courts to enforce such 

dec1s:a.ons in the country where the losing party has its 

seat and that such enforcements will have to be carried 

out in accordance with the procedure for such enforcement 

as ccntained in national cedes. 

In orcer to unify the pri nc1ples and conditions under 

wh:a.cr. a foreign award or a Judgment may oe enfcrced ~ .. 

loca ~ courts, the so cal lea New York Convention of l 95e 

has been signed and ratified by more than 50 countries. 

This Convention p~ov1des only a few grounds on which 

enforcement of a forei·~n a;·b1 tr al award may be refused by 

local courts. Suen reasons are few and explicitly enume

rated. 

Recently ( 1'~85), i.JNCITRAL has worked out a Moael Law on 

International Commercial Artn tration which was aimed to 

serve as a model to national legislators wr.en drafting 

prov1s1ons of their own codes providing for such arb!tra

t1on. The Model Law repeats the grounds on which recogn1-

t1on or enforcement of a foreign arb1 tr al award may be 
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refused under the l'llew York Convention. In tnis 11i1ay. it 

many countries would incorporate the Model Law into their 

national legal systems. even a greater degree of unifica

tion could be achieved than it exists today through the 

New York Convention. 

TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY 

One of the advantages of Joint ventures as they are often 

conceived in todays' practice, is that they involve also a 

transfer of technology package. As a matter of fact. many 

JVAs are established exactly because the partners from 

developing countries needed modern technology in crder to 

=et up a competitive and profitable industrial unaer

taking. 

It would go beyond the scope of this paper 

detail all the problems of conclusion 

to elaborate :.n 

of technology 

transfer agreements. However, it may be useful to indicate 

what types of transfer of technology agreements there ara 

and which of them are likely to te included l~ a transfer 

of technology package. 

The basi- contractual structure in the practice of J~As is 

such that transfer of technolv9Y agreements represent 

independent agreaments, but which are c:cncluded at tr.e 

same time witn the JVA, and which are often considered as 

neing part of the JVA. They are independent as far as the 

rights and obligations of the parties from such agreements 
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are concerned. but their duration is, in principle and 

very often. limited to the duration of the JVA. 

The fol lowing types of transfer of technology .agreements 

can be mentioned: 

~~.Q~::-_h_.9w __ l 1cense agreements. which give the right to the 

Licensee {local Joint venture partner) to use the know-how 

infcrmation put at its disposal by the Licensor {foreign 

Joint venture partner). Know-how is such knowledge which 

is not protected by patents or trade marks or other legal 

instruments and which, therefore. conta1 ns cont i.Clential 

information not generally •mown to anybody but to the 

Licensor. Since the knowledge (know-how) is not protected 

it must be kept cont idential by the Licensee.. Know-how 

agreements are tne most commonly used license agreements. 

e.~J:.~r:l!;: _Jl:_C_~n_s_e __ E9fE~emeri~s, wh1ch give the right to the 

Licensee to use a patent. A patent is a legally protected 

right to use an ir.vent1on which has been duly registered 

and for which a patent has been issued or applied for. 

~_uppl_y_ ~f te9hn~.9.~.l- ~rit_o.rn:;a_t1.on !3-.9r:e_!:!m_e._l!J~. on the oasis 

of which the Licensor shall supply to the Lice~zee draw

ings er other constructional data, list cf equiraent 

needed to arrive at an optimum eff1c1ency of the process 

or plant. specitications of the measuring instruments best 

suited for the most efficient ~ystem for local production, 

general descriptions of the assembly, manufacturing, 

production etc. of a certain product, circuit d1a9rams, 

and/or other information. 
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Traaem~k _J_!_<;;~~?E;. _~ree_'!!~I'.'~~ on the basis of which the 

Licensor gives the right to the Licensee to use a certain 

trademark for a certain product and reserves for himself 

the right to control the quality of such product. Trade

mark may be a word, a mark or a phrase for which U1e law 

has given the owner a right to exclude others from using 

it. 

A license may be an ~~2!u_?i v~ __ licens~_ in which case the 

Licensor grants the licensee the sole right to practice 

the license (patent, know-how, trademark, etc.} to the 

exclusion of the Licensor and others on a certain terr

itory, 1n a certain field, product or time. Normally such 

exclusive license contains the right to license others. A 

~o_l_~ __ J_i.;:~rl.?~ means that Licensor grants the Licensee an 

exclusive license except for the retained non-exclusive 

!~cen~e cf the L1~ensor. 
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